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Abstract

WWW Information Collection, Collaging and Programming (Wiccap) system is a soft-
ware system for the generation of logical views of web resources, and the extraction of desired
information in the form of a structured document. It is designed to enable people to obtain
information of interest in a simple and effective manner as well as to enable information
from the WWW accessible to applications so as to afford automation, inter-operation and
Web-awareness among services. In the Wiccap system, a data model has been proposed to
model information sources from the logical point of view and a set of tools has been developed
to automate the process of constructing logical models of websites, to extract information
according to defined models, and to present information in an easily accessible manner.

1 Introduction

The World Wide Web has become such a successful channel in delivering and sharing information

that people are getting used to searching the Web as the first resort for information. However,

people are often not able to retrieve exact information of interest. The amount of data accessible

via the Web is huge and growing rapidly. Information overloading has been identified as the

problem, as opposed to the previous problem of information unavailability. It is usually a time

consuming and tedious process for users to finally get the right information that they are looking

for. Meanwhile, it is also widely acknowledged that information presented on most websites is

designed specifically for manual browsing. It is not easy for applications to automatically access

information from these websites.

To address this problem, over the past couple of years, some Information Extraction (IE)

systems (wrappers and agents) have been developed to automatically extract target information.

In the context of the World Wide Web, the key issues of information extraction include defining a

flexible data model for representing the information from the Web, specifying where the desired

information is, and how to extract the information, and presenting the retrieved information in

an accessible manner for further processing or integration.



Defining the data model and specifying the extraction details typically requires in-depth

technical knowledge and this process is difficult and time-consuming. Most existing IE systems

do not distinguish the process of information modeling and extraction. This prevents ordinary

users from building these systems or limits them to using some pre-built versions because of the

lack of relevant technical knowledge required by the modeling process.

Meanwhile, information presented in a website is usually organized according to certain

logical structure that corresponds to people’s common perception. If the data models that

IE systems produced reflect this commonly perceived structure, most users will be able to

understand and use them easily. Unfortunately, in most of the current IE systems, the extracted

information is modelled in proprietary ad-hoc data structures that do not truly reflect the original

logical view of the Web sources.

Another common problem that most IE systems face is the slow speed at which the data

models, or extraction rules, are created. The rate at which new websites are appearing and old

websites are changing is much faster than what the current IE systems can handle, even if expert

users are the target users. Therefore, to have tools to help users to quickly create the required

data model for extracting information has become the top priority of IE system for the Web.

To address the issues mentioned above, the Wiccap project was started at the School

of Computer Engineering, Nanyang Technological University, with the objective of designing

and implementing a software architecture to streamline and automate the process of modeling,

extraction and presentation of contents from the World Wide Web. The preliminary design of

the Wiccap system has been discussed in [11]. In this paper, we elaborate on the details of

each individual component in the system and focus on the tools that have been developed.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the Wiccap overall

architecture and the proposed logical data model. Sections 3, 4 and 5 then present the three

components and their associated tools in detail. Section 6 compares our work with related

systems. Finally, Section 7 gives some concluding remarks.

2 Overview

The WWW Information Collection, Collaging and Programming (Wiccap) system is designed

to allow ordinary users to access information from the Web in a simple and effective manner. To

achieve this, the process of obtaining information from the Web is divided into three independent

steps: modeling the information source with its logical view, extracting the data according to

the defined model, and presenting the extracted data in an accessible format.

The separation of the whole information extraction process into three steps is important to

the goal of enabling ordinary users to make full use of the system. In Wiccap, there are two

groups of target users. The modeling task, which requires certain technical knowledge, is meant
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Figure 1: Architecture of the WICCAP System.

to be performed by expert users; whereas the extraction and presentation tasks can be invoked

by ordinary users whose main interests are to obtain information without worrying about the

technical details. In this way, the system enables ordinary users to use the system easily while

still maintaining high accuracy of the extracted information and high efficiency of the data model

creation process.

The Wiccap system also provides tools to help users to accomplish each individual task.

Given the large amount of newly appearing websites and changing old websites, the provision

of these tools is essential to allow users to quickly and effectively perform the tasks.

2.1 WICCAP Architecture

The architecture of the Wiccap system consists of three layers, each corresponding to one of the

three tasks mentioned above. This three-layer architecture is introduced to allow each individual

module to be independent, inter-operable and reusable.

Figure 1 shows the three main components of the Wiccap system: Mapping Wizard, Net-

work Extraction Agent (Nea), and Web Information Programmer And Player (Wipap). Map-

ping Wizard takes in information of a particular website and produces the Mapping Rule or the

meta-information of the website in terms of logical view. With this logical view of the website,

the Network Extraction Agent component is then able to extract the desired information from

the website and perform post-processing on the extracted contents. Finally, the Wipap Presen-

tation Toolkit applies different presentation styles and templates to present the information in



personalized ways.

The three components together form a channel through which information in the Wiccap

system flows. The information flowing through the layers is stored in well-defined structured

formats, using XML documents along with XML schemas. The final output, Formatted Content,

could be in any format ranging from static HTML pages to animated Flash clips, depending on

the implementation of the last layer.

As mentioned earlier, mapping the physical Web site to the logical data model requires the

user to have technical knowledge about HTML and relevant technologies. This may not be

a problem for some existing IE systems, because in these systems, the user who extracts the

information is also the one who defines the data model. However, the resulting data models

often only satisfy the needs of the creator and only reflect the understanding of the creator but

not other users. This is not satisfactory because the majority of users who want to perform the

information extraction task are the ordinary users who do not possess much technical knowledge

about information extraction. Demanding these users to create data models for the information

sources is not practical. However, requesting them to use data models that are not intuitive will

also not satisfy their needs.

To address this problem, the tasks of the information modeling and extraction are explicitly

separated into two modules: namely, Mapping Wizard and Network Extraction Agent. In

Wiccap, the Mapping Wizard is designed to be used by expert users who are knowledgeable

enough to quickly and accurately derive the logical data model. Nea and Wipap, on the other

hand, are designed to be easy-to-use for general public users who only know what information

they want to extract but not how. In this way, the system allows most users to extract the

information they want, while freeing them from the tedious and difficult process of specifying

the extraction rules. To put it simply, the Wiccap system separates the what and the how. It

allows users to say “To extract the headlines of the World News from BBC News Online” instead

of “To extract the contents between the every <TD> and </TD> in the second TABLE in the

webpage http://news.bbc.co.uk/”.

Dividing the whole system into three layers allows reusability of intermediate results and

easy integration with other systems. The intermediate result of each module is stored as XML

documents, along with well defined XML Schemas. Applications with XML knowledge will be

able to process these results easily.

Decoupling the three modules and making them independent of each other also allows the

development of each module to be carried out in parallel. Once the schema of the intermediate

outputs are defined, the design and implementation of each layer can be carried out concurrently.

In fact, this is the way that the three modules have been developed.



Figure 2: Logical View of BBC News Online

2.2 Logical Data Model

When extracting data from web sites, it would be useful to have a logical model representing the

target website and to specify the target information based on this model, instead of on the actual

web pages. The central idea of the Wiccap system is formed based on this. To accommodate

this idea, we propose a data model, called Wiccap Data Model (Wdm). This section provides

a brief overview of Wdm. A more detailed discussion can be found in [13].

2.2.1 WICCAP Data Model

In most current Web Information Extraction systems, when defining a data model, users usually

have to directly specify which portion of a web page within a Web site is the target information.

The separate pieces of target information are later organized in some manner to make them

more readable and accessible. The data model produced in this manner is usually not intuitive

to other users, especially ordinary users who have no knowledge of the extraction process.

The Wiccap Data Model views information to be extracted from a different angle. It

relates information from a Web site in terms of a commonly perceived logical structure, instead

of physical directory locations. As mentioned earlier, different pieces of information in a website

are usually related to each other through certain logical structure that is hidden from the inter-

linking of multiple webpages. This hidden logical structure is usually apparent to most users

and when users look at a website, they tend to perceive the information as organized in this

logical structure.

For instance, when a newspaper web site is mentioned, users generally think of a site that

has a list of sections such as World News, Local News, and Sports News; each section may

have subsections or a list of articles, each of which may have a number of information including

the title, the abstraction or summary, the article itself, and maybe other related articles. This



hierarchy of information is the commonly perceived structure of a newspaper website, which

most users are quite familiar with.

The final logical view of a website is usually a tree structure, as shown in Figure 2. Modeling

websites in this way, most users will be able to understand the resulting data models and easily

make use of them to retrieve information.

2.2.2 WDM Schema and Mapping Rule

The Wiccap Data Model consists of two components: Wdm Schema and Mapping Rule. Wdm

Schema defines the basic data elements and how these elements are organized to form the logical

view of websites. It provides a set of basic elements that define the basic data structure and

at the same time allows extension to these basic elements to achieve more specific and accurate

modeling.

Wdm Schema is flexible enough to represent a group of websites that share similar logical

structure. The Wiccap system categorizes websites into different types, such as Online News-

paper, Digital Library, Product Category, and Stock Information. For each type of website, a

specific Wdm Schema is defined.

A Mapping Rule refers to a specific Wiccap Data Model that describes a website’s logical

structure using the Wdm corresponding to the type of that website. Mapping Rules can be

viewed as instances of a specific Wdm, analogous to the Object-Class relationship in OO concept.

In the Wiccap system, Wdm Schema is defined using XML Schema and Mapping Rule as

normal XML document. The Wdm Schema defines how Mapping Rule should look like, hence

the structure of the logical representation.

2.2.3 WDM Elements

Wdm Schema defines several general basic elements, including Locator, Link, Form, and Map-

ping.

A Locator is the fundamental element of the Wdm Schema that locates a portion of infor-

mation within a webpage. A Link represents a hyper-link in the actual webpage. It can be

Static (a simple fixed URL), Dynamic (obtained by using a Locator), or Form. Form is defined

to cater to a special category of HTML tags: FORM and other related HTML elements.

An example of a Locator is

<Locator Type="ByPattern">

<LocatorPattern>

<BeginPattern Repeat="2"><![CDATA[ <TD> ]]></BeginPattern>

<EndPattern><![CDATA[ </TD> ]]></EndPattern>

</LocatorPattern>

</Locator>



Applying this Locator to the following HTML segment:

<TD>something to be ignored</TD>

<TD>something to be extracted</TD>

the target information located by this Locator is the text “something to be extracted”. Note

that how the begin and end patterns and “Repeat” attribute are combined together to locate

the information. “<![CDATA[” and “]]>” are special symbols in XML syntax and are used to

enclose a text string that may contain special characters such as “<” and “>”.

A Link element such as the following:

<Link>

<Locator Type="ByPattern">

<LocatorPattern>

<BeginPattern><![CDATA[ <a href=" ]]></BeginPattern>

<EndPattern><![CDATA[ "> ]]></EndPattern>

</LocatorPattern>

</Locator>

</Link>

when applied to the following HTML segment:

<a href="some_webpage.htm">

will retrieve the text “some webpage.htm”. Because the Locator is embedded within a Link, this

text string will be treated as a hyper-link.

As shown above, the Locator allows one to navigate anywhere within a single page while Link

enables one to jump from one page to another. Mapping combines these two basic elements to

enable navigation throughout the entire web resource. Mapping allows a Wdm element to jump

through arbitrary levels of links and essentially makes it possible to separate logical element

from the physical structure defined by the hierarchy of links.

Based on all the basic elements, the user may define specific Wdm Schema for different types

of websites. New elements that are specific to the type of website can be defined. All the defined

elements are then organized into a hierarchical structure. Every main element, shown in the

logical tree view as a node, should have a Mapping as its attribute to indicate how to reach this

node in the physical website.

2.2.4 An Example on BBC News Online

Here we illustrate with an example how Wdm Schema and Mapping Rule translate a physical

structure into a logical representation. The website that we demonstrate is BBC News On-

line [16]. The definition of Wdm schema is skipped and only a portion of the final Mapping

Rule is shown in Figure 3.



<!-- WiccapNewsBBC.xml -->

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<Wiccap Name="BBC" Group="News"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema-instance"

xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="WiccapNews.xsd">

<Mapping><Link Type="Static">http://news.bbc.co.uk</Link></Mapping>

<Section Name="World">

<Mapping>

<Link Type="Dynamic"><Locator Type="ByPattern">

<LocatorPattern>

<BeginPattern>

<![CDATA[<TD CLASS="rootsection" BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF"><A HREF="]]>

</BeginPattern>

<EndPattern><![CDATA[" CLASS="index">]]></EndPattern>

</LocatorPattern>

</Locator></Link>

</Mapping>

<Region Name="ArticleList">

<Mapping><Locator Type="ByPattern">

<LocatorPattern>

<BeginPattern><![CDATA[<SPAN CLASS="sectiontitle">]]></BeginPattern>

<EndPattern><![CDATA[<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=]]></EndPattern>

</LocatorPattern>

</Locator></Mapping>

<Record Name="Article" NumOfItem="3">

<Mapping><Locator Type="ByPattern"><LocatorPattern>

<BeginPattern><![CDATA[<DIV CLASS="]]></BeginPattern>

<EndPattern/>

</LocatorPattern></Locator></Mapping>

<Item Type="Link" TagFilter="Off" Description="This is the link to the news">

<Mapping><Locator Type="ByPattern"><LocatorPattern>

<BeginPattern><![CDATA[<a href="]]></BeginPattern>

<EndPattern><![CDATA[">]]></EndPattern>

</LocatorPattern></Locator></Mapping>

</Item>

<Item Type="Title" Description="This is the title of the news">

<Mapping><Locator Type="ByPattern"><LocatorPattern>

<BeginPattern><![CDATA[<B class="h***]]></BeginPattern>

<EndPattern><![CDATA[</B>]]></EndPattern>

</LocatorPattern></Locator></Mapping>

</Item>

<Item Type="Description" Description="This is the description of the news">

<Mapping><Locator Type="ByPattern"><LocatorPattern>

<BeginPattern><![CDATA[</A>]]></BeginPattern>

<EndPattern><![CDATA[<BR]]></EndPattern>

</LocatorPattern></Locator></Mapping>

</Item>

</Record>

</Region>

<Section Name="Asia-Pacific">

... ...

</Section>

<Section Name="Americas">

... ...

</Section>

</Section>

<Section Name="Business">

... ...

</Wiccap>

Figure 3: A Mapping Rule of BBC News Online



To create the logical data model, the view of logical structure will be formed first, and then

each element in the view is mapped to the actual website to allow the real extraction to occur.

The mapping information is stored in the mapping element of the logical elements, such as

Section and Item, and is not shown in the logical tree (See Figure 2) so as to maintain the

logical overview of the data model.

All the Sections and ArticleLists together form a tree structure of the logical representation,

which is quite closed to our common understanding of newspaper: a hierarchy of Sections and

Sub-Sections with Articles in each Section. This is really what the term Logical View means.

Another point to note is that although newspaper website has been used as an example

throughout this paper, we have also developed Mapping Rules for other types of websites,

including books information from Amazon Bookstore, digital library information from DBLP,

and country information from CIA Fact Book. The Wiccap Data Model has been demonstrated

to be able to model a large number of heterogenous websites in their logical structures.

3 Mapping Wizard

The manual process of creating any kind of data model for Web information sources, including

Wiccap Data Model, is tedious and slow. The goal of the Mapping Wizard is to facilitate and

automate the process of producing a Mapping Rule for a given Web information source, typically

a website. To achieve this goal, we define a formal process of producing a Mapping Rule and

provide tools to automate this process.

3.1 Formal Process

The proposed formal process of producing a Mapping Rule consists of four stages: Logical

Structure Construction, Extraction Rule Definition, Mapping Rule Generation, and Testing and

Finalization.

Logical Structure Construction At the beginning, the user will only focus on building the

overall logical data model instead of details of how to map the logical tree nodes into the actual

website. The user begins by supplying a starting address of a target website, which is usually

the home URL of a website, such as “http://news.bbc.co.uk” or “http://www.acm.org/dl”. The

user also decides on the type of the website and selects an appropriate Wdm Schema for that

type. The Wizard will automatically identify the structure that the website would follow and

provide online assistance to the user. The user then figures out the basic logical organization

either by using knowledge about the website or by navigating throughout the website.

The Mapping Wizard provides tools for the manipulation of the logical tree. For example,

the user may highlight the portion where the sections reside in the HTML view, the Wizard



will try to identify all the sections and insert them into the logical tree. With the help of these

tools, a tree that represents the basic organization of the website can be quickly built up.

Extraction Rule Definition In this stage, the user supplies the Mapping Wizard with the

necessary information to link the logical structure to the physical website. This includes speci-

fying the Mapping attributes of various main tree nodes.

The user shows what information to be extracted, and the Wizard tries to derive the ex-

traction rules, typically the start and end patterns that locate the information. The Mapping

Wizard’s GUI allows users to highlight information on either the HTML view or the HTML

source. The GUI also allows the properties to be manually modified, by which the user can fine

tune or optimize the extraction rules. Quick manipulation of properties among similar type of

nodes is possible by applying the “copy-and-paste” semantics.

Mapping Rule Generation When all the mapping information has been specified, the Map-

ping Wizard automatically generates the Mapping Rule according to the tree structure and all

the tree nodes’ properties. It validates all the information and produces the Mapping Rule

according to the syntax defined in the Wdm Schema.

Testing and Finalization Once the Mapping Rule is generated, the Mapping Wizard per-

forms the actual extraction using the generated Mapping Rule and shows the result to the user

for verification. Debugging information will also be provided, if any error occurs.

Once it is confirmed that the generated Mapping Rule indeed represents the logical structure

of the website, the user can finalize it. The finalized Mapping Rule can either be put into a

repository or be delivered to the user of the Network Extraction Agent, the next layer in the

Wiccap architecture.

3.2 GUI and Assistant Tools

The Mapping Wizard has been implemented using Visual C++ 6.0 on the Microsoft Windows

Platform (Windows 98/ME/2000/XP). This section briefly describes the GUI and the tools that

are provided to aid the generation of Mapping Rules.

Graphical User Interface Figure 4 shows the main GUI of Mapping Wizard. The Mini Web

Browser on the right panel is a small web browser for users to navigate the whole website. It

has nearly all the functions of a normal web browser. Most assistant tools rely on the Mini Web

Browser to operate.

The HTML Source Viewer displays the HTML source code of the web page that the user is

viewing in the Mini Web Browser and is opened only when necessary.



Figure 4: Mapping Wizard

The panel on the left is the Logical Tree Editor, which displays the logical model of the

website that the user is building. The editor allows users to perform normal tree manipulation

operation on the logical tree, including insertion and deletion of tree nodes and modification of

their properties using the Property Dialog.

Assistant Tools Based on the GUI, a set of assistant tools is provided to help to automate

the process of generating a Mapping Rule. These tools are the critical components that make

the Mapping Wizard practically useful.

We believe that, in practice, it is not possible to have a single tool that fully automates the

whole Mapping Rule generation process because this process is usually complex and requires

human intervention from time to time. In the Mapping Wizard, instead of trying to provide a

single tool, a set of tools have been built to address different aspects of the problem. We identify

the main difficulties and bottlenecks that slow down the overall process and develop tools to

accelerate those parts one by one. In this way, the efficiency of the overall process is improved

and the time required to generate a Mapping Rule for a given website is greatly reduced.

The Pattern Searching Tool is similar to the “Search” function that most text editors provide.

It allows searching of certain text pattern both within the HTML source and on the web browser



Figure 5: The Use of Section Extraction Tool

view. Searching directly on the Mini Web Browser may be more helpful and straightforward to

the users.

The Pattern Induction Tools are the most useful ones among all the assistant tools provided.

They are developed to release users from manually looking at the HTML source to figure out

the patterns that enclose the target information. To derive the Mapping properties using these

tools, the user only needs to highlight the information on the Mini Web Browser and invoke the

tools. In the background, Mapping Wizard will detect what portion on the Mini Web Browser

is highlighted and determine the corresponding HTML source. It will then apply an algorithm

(based on [9]) to derive the starting pattern and ending pattern that enclose this part of the

HTML source.

The Section Extraction Tool is developed to find out all the possible Section nodes in the same

level and derive the Mapping properties for them with a single click. Figure 5 illustrates the use

of the section extraction tool. In the figure on the left, the user first highlights the area of the

sections and invoke the command “Extraction Section from View”. The Mapping Wizard will

then automatically derive the section nodes and insert them into the logical tree. The resulting

logical tree is shown in the figure on the right.

The Structure Copier is used to copy the structure of the constructed Section to other empty

Section nodes, assuming that the same Region, Record and Items structure will fit into those

Sections with little modification.

Combining all the assistant tools to create a Mapping Rule, the user first uses the Section

Extraction Tool to generate all the Sections, uses the Pattern Induction Tools to identify various

tree nodes under the first Section, then activates the Structure Copier to copy the structure of

the first Section to other Sections. After some modification on the rest of the Sections, a Mapping

Rule is generated.



4 Network Extraction Agent

The Network Extraction Agent (Nea) is the second layer in the Wiccap system. It is the agent

component responsible for managing extraction jobs and retrieving data from web site based on

the Mapping Rules defined by the first layer, the Mapping Wizard.

This module is intended to be used by ordinary users. It has been designed to be simple,

user-friendly and easy-to-use such that even general public users who do not possess much

technical knowledge of Information Extraction will be able to use it. Users are expected to use

Nea together with Wipap (discussed in next section) to extract and view the information.

Unlike other similar systems, in Wiccap, the extraction functionalities are separated from

the extraction rules, i.e. Mapping Rules, and are placed in Nea. Nea contains generic codes

that are capable of understanding any Mapping Rule and performing extraction according to

the definition in the rule. This is possible because Mapping Rules are produced with the Wdm

Schema as skeleton. So long as the corresponding Wdm Schema is available to Nea, it can

easily deduce the structure that the Mapping Rule should follow and interpret and execute the

Mapping Rule correctly.

The advantage of having a separate extraction module is that it allows the data model to be

defined in an open format for other applications to process and makes it easy for the extraction

module to incorporate extra functionalities, such as post-processing of extracted contents.

4.1 Information Extraction

The most important job of Nea is to accurately extract information specified in Mapping Rules.

The Nea performs information extraction according to the definition in the Mapping Rule. For

example, to extract the following Item

<Item Type="Title" Description="This is the title of the news">

<Mapping><Locator Type="ByPattern"><LocatorPattern>

<BeginPattern><![CDATA[ <B class="h*** ]]></BeginPattern>

<EndPattern><![CDATA[ </B> ]]></EndPattern>

</LocatorPattern></Locator></Mapping>

</Item>

from the following HTML segment:

<A href="/sport3/worldcup2002/hi/matches_wallchart/argentina_v_england/

newsid_2028000/2028137.stm">

<B class="h1">Eriksson: Best is still to come</B><BR>

</A>

The Nea extracts the target information by first locating the BeginPattern “<B class="h1">”

and the EndPattern “</B>”, and then extracting the text between these two patterns. Here,



the “*” in the BeginPattern serves as a single character wildcard. The text enclosed by these

two strings is the information to be extracted. The final extracted result is:

Eriksson: Best is still to come

Other parts of the Mapping Rule are extracted in a similar manner. When the extracted

information is specified as a Link, the Nea takes one extra step to fetch the webpage by treating

the extracted text as an URL. The retrieved webpage then becomes the current extraction target.

The extracted information is stored in XML format, with an XML Schema similar to that of

the Wdm Schema. The difference between the two is that in the extraction result, under each

logical tree node, the extracted information is stored, instead of the mapping properties. The

extracted information will be used by the next layer, Wipap, for presentation. However, it may

also be used directly by other applications for integration or other purpose.

4.2 Extraction Job Management

Each extraction task based on a specific Mapping Rule, which corresponds to a logical model of

certain website, is considered as an extraction job.

Extraction Job Creation When the user wishes to extract something, the Nea will first

display a list of available Mapping Rules for the user to choose. The data model of the chosen

Mapping Rule is then presented in a tree like structure to allow the user to specify what infor-

mation from the logical data model is to be extracted. For example, from the BBC News Online

website, the user may indicate that he or she is only interested in retrieving Sports News and

World News.

Besides defining the scope of extraction, the user is also provided options to specify how

frequent the job should be performed. Based on these options, the Job Scheduling Engine will

then decide when and how often to extract information.

The parameters required to create an extraction job are obtained through a step-by-step

wizard, called the Job Wizard. As shown in Figure 6, the job wizard allows users to enter

parameters of the execution job (on the left), as well as specifying the scheduling properties (on

the right). The properties are also configurable later in the Property Dialog. An execution job

will be started either by the user manually or by the Job Scheduling Engine automatically. Once

started, the execution job is under the control of the Job Execution Engine, which will extract

the information according to the mapping properties specified in the Mapping Rule. The Job

Execution Engine manages jobs in a multi-threaded mode such that multiple extraction jobs

can be executed concurrently and performance can be maximized.



Figure 6: The Job Wizard

Extraction Job Management Usually, for each user, there are more than one extraction

job, since the user is likely to be extracting information from multiple sources, such as Online

News from BBC, Books from Amazon, or Product Information from Dell. In addition, based

on the same Mapping Rule, different extraction jobs may be created by supplying different

extraction scope or scheduling properties. Hence, it is important to enable users to manage

various extraction jobs in a simple manner.

As described earlier, each Mapping Rule is a specific instance of a Wdm Schema that repre-

sents certain category of websites. In Nea, all extraction jobs with Mapping Rules of the same

Wdm Schema are grouped together under the same category. These categories are further or-

ganized into a hierarchy to allow easy navigation of categories and jobs. The category hierarchy

and details of jobs are displayed in a Windows Explorer like User Interface (see Figure 9) so

that it looks familiar to most Microsoft Windows users.

4.3 Post-Processing

Merely extracting the information from the original website may not satisfy the user, since he or

she may not be interested in all the information extracted. The Nea provides post-processing

functionalities to filter and transform the extraction results before they are presented to the

user.

Filtering Nea allows filtering of the extraction results based on simple text matching of

certain attributes. The attributes to be searched are identified from the Wdm Schema and

selected by the user. The user specifies the search conditions such as “Keep only news articles

with the word “World Cup” in the title or description” or “Remove all product information

from Dell which have a value of more than $1,000 in the price attribute”. Filtering conditions



Figure 7: A Simple Filter Dialog

are specified using the Filter Dialog. Figure 7 shows one of the simplest filter dialogs for keeping

only information that contains the specified keyword in the specific field.

Incremental Updating Most of us are used to receiving notification of new emails. The same

expectation applies to Information Extraction software, where users may expect to read only

“new” news in Newspaper Website or only be informed about the newly published papers in

Digital Libraries. To provide this feature, the Nea is implemented with an incremental updating

ability. Information is first extracted and stored in a temporary work space and compared with

the previous extraction result to determine whether the content is new. The user is notified only

if the information on the website has been updated. The whole process appears to the user as

if the content is incrementally updated according to changes on the website.

Consolidation Sometimes, information from multiple sources are describing similar or the

same things. This is especially true, if the user is viewing information from both the Wash-

ingtonPost and CNN websites, as the headline news will likely be the same. In this situation,

the user may instruct the Nea that these two information sources are similar and instruct it

to combine the extraction results from the two sources. This is called Consolidation. It relies

on similarity detection algorithms to determine whether two key attributes are similar. The

algorithm implemented in the current system is relatively simple. However, the design of the

system allows easy extension when better algorithms are found.

4.4 Supporting HTML Form Query

The Wiccap Data Model has defined a special group of elements to cater for HTML Form and

other related HTML tags. When the Nea encounters such elements in the Mapping Rule, it

will dynamically construct a dialog box at runtime according to the attributes in the Mapping

Rule. Figure 8 shows the search form used in BBC News Advanced Search. On the left is the



Figure 8: Dynamic Construction of Form

actual HTML webpage that contains the form and the right is the constructed form dialog in

Nea. Each HTML form element (e.g. Select, TextField) has a corresponding counter part in

the constructed dialog. The layout of elements in the dynamic dialog may not be exactly the

same as that of the web page. But all the visible elements will be arranged in a manner that

looks similar to the original page.

The user’s input from the dynamic dialog box is used to construct the complete query string

by combining the action URL of the original HTML Form and the name and value pairs of all

input elements. This URL is then posted to the remote web server and the returned webpage is

processed like other normal static webpages.

This ability to directly handle Forms is important for a Web IE System due to the extensive

use of Forms in websites. Typical usages of Forms include search functions of websites and

user login authentication. Without direct support of HTML Forms, it might be very difficult

to retrieve information from these sites. Support of Form is also one of the characteristics that

distinguish the Wiccap system from other similar systems, as currently only few of the related

systems [3] [18] take Forms into consideration or directly incorporate them into their systems.

4.5 Graphical User Interface

Figure 9 shows the screenshot of the Nea system. As mentioned earlier, the Nea has been

designed and implemented with ordinary users as the target user group. The GUI has been built

to be as close to a typical Windows application as possible. As can be seen in the screenshot,

the main GUI looks very similar to Microsoft Outlook, with the shortcut bar on the left-hand



Figure 9: Network Content Extraction Agent

side, and the tree structure of categories and the list of extraction jobs under the highlighted

category on the right-hand side. The interface on the right-hand side resembles that of Windows

Explorer. The design of the GUI is also quite close to that of FlashGet, a popular downloading

software. With this familiar interface and the wizard guided operations, the user will be able to

quickly get used to Nea and use it for information extraction effectively.

5 WIPAP Presentation Toolkit

Web Information Player and Programmer (Wipap) deals with the information that has been

extracted by the Network Extraction Agent. It is the most flexible layer in the Wiccap archi-

tecture. With the information from the previous layer, there are many ways of handling it and

presenting it to the users. There might potentially be many implementation of the third layer,

each focusing on different aspect of information presentation. In our example implementation,

the third layer has been implemented such that it presents information in an animated and

interesting manner.

The current implementation of Wipap allows users to control what is to be presented, when

to present and how it is to be presented. This is done with the help of the Program Wizard. In

order for Wipap to present information, it needs to know the detailed scheduling of information



Figure 10: WIPAP System

to be presented to the users, which we call it a Presentation Program. A presentation program is

a TV program-like schedule that tells Wipap the what, when and how of the presentation. The

role of the Program Wizard is to guide users to create presentation programs in a step-by-step

manner. Users are able to specify which information source is to be shown and when and how

often it is to be presented. At any point in time, only one presentation program is in effect.

The Presentation Engine takes the current presentation program and executes it according to the

schedule specified in the program.

Macromedia Flash is used in Wipap to display information. Flash is chosen because of its

ability of display content in a nice, animated and appealing way. Several generic Flash container

clips are implemented using ActionScript, the scripting language of Flash. These clips are called

Presentation Templates. Different presentation styles are associated with different templates

and these templates are capable of taking in the information to be presented from the XML

document at run time and displaying it according to the specified style. Users will be able to

choose a presentation template from the list. The Template Manager allows more templates to

be incorporated at runtime, making the system more extensible.

Another interesting feature is the support for customizable skins. The concept of skins

has been introduced in a lot of applications, such as Windows Media Player, WinAmp, and

WindowManager in X Windows. It allows the separation of the appearance from the core of an



application. Users are allowed to dynamically change the appearance of the program, without

recompiling the program or affecting its functionalities. As can be seen in Figure 10, the outlook

of Wipap looks like the Windows Media Player. However, this is just one of skins available in

Wipap. Users will be able to easily change this appearance by selecting another skin.

Figure 10 is a snapshot of the Wipap system at runtime. The design criteria of Wipap’s

GUI is quite similar to that of Nea, which is to make the application appears user-friendly and

simple to use for ordinary users.

6 Related Work

The Wiccap System is related to a few systems in several aspects. Information extraction

from the Web is often performed using Wrappers. The term Wrapper Generation refers to the

generation of data models and/or the wrapper programs that execute according to the data

models. Manual wrapper generation, used in Araneus [3] [14], Tsimmis [7] and Jedi [8], does

not offer GUI support and require the use of programming language like grammar. These

systems tend to be very difficult to use by ordinary users. Other systems, including NoDoSe [1],

Stalker [15] and Wien [9] [10], take the machine learning approach to learn the extraction rules

by examples. Some of these systems, sometimes called automatic wrapper generation systems,

provide visual support to allow easy selection and labelling of training examples. However, the

requirement for expensive computation power and large number of examples are their drawbacks.

A third category of IE systems use supervised wrapper generation, also called semi-automatic

wrapper generation. Lixto [4], W4F [18] and XWrap [12] provide GUI to interact with users

during the wrapper creation process. These systems are the closest to Wiccap in terms of the

data model generation process. However, some of them (XWrap and W4F) are still not intuitive

for ordinary users to use and require users to have some technical background because they

make use of the HTML DOM tree to locate the information.

In the aspect of information modeling, most existing IE systems, including Tsimmis, Wien,

and W4F do not model information from the logical point of view. The organization of the

extracted information has close tie to the physical structure of the website. The data models are

schema-less and are difficult to understand. Other systems like Araneus and Stalker build data

models that separate the physical and logical structure to certain extent. But their data models

still do not truly describe the logical structure that is hidden behind the physical appearance

of websites. The data models can not be understood easily by ordinary users. Unlike these

systems, the Wdm Data Model represents information in terms of the logical structure that

most users perceive. This allows the data models to be used by a wider range of uses, not just

the creators of the data models.

In addition, systems such as Lixto, Wien, W4F and RoadRunner [6] deal with only a single



webpage or a set of webpages with similar structure. This greatly limits the ability to modeling

a website as a whole. Unlike these systems, the Wiccap Data Model (Wdm) is capable of

describing models consisting of multiple web pages from multiple web sites, so long as they form

an integrated logical view.

In terms of system architecture, some systems, such as Wien and RoadRunner, focus on

the induction of wrappers which makes their system structure very simple. They neither pay

attention to the data model nor the post-processing and presentation of extracted informa-

tion. Architectures of other systems differ due to their different goals. Many of them combine

the information modeling and extraction layers into one, and focus on the processing of the ex-

tracted information. Examples include building database views out of the extracted information

(Araneus) and providing integrated access to heterogeneous information sources (Tsimmis and

Ariadne). In Wiccap, the emphasis is the separation of the modeling and extraction layers,

which essentially allows ordinary users to use the system. The program codes that perform the

extraction is separated from the data model and placed into the extraction layer, along with

other useful post-processing and concurrency control functions. The last layer, presentation

layer, is designed to be flexible such that any meaningful presentation of information is allowed.

Only few systems (Lixto and Wien) offer the similar functionality as Mapping Wizard to

allow users to directly operate on the browser view of webpages instead of the HTML sources.

Direct support of HTML Form tags is hardly found in existing systems, except Araneus and

W4F. Lacking this support will make it difficult to extract information from pages that uses

searching functions or require user authentication.

Apart from the comparison among similar systems, the topic of information extraction has

readily invited comparison with efforts in the Semantic Web initiative [5]. Information extraction

in general, and the Wiccap in particular, tries to address the information overloading problem

from the information consumers’ side. This is appropriate in short term, because currently

the information providers, mainly the websites, are not providing much help. In long term,

when information providers help to advocate the Semantic Web and support RDF [17] and

Ontology [2] for the contents that they provide, the Semantic Web will be more promising, as

the information consumers and providers will be able to cooperate seamlessly to make the best

out of the information. However, if the Wiccap Data Model is well adopted and information

providers start to supply Mapping Rules for their websites, a similar end-effect to the Semantic

Web may be achieved by the Wiccap system, although Wdm still lacks the capabilities of

knowledge induction and evolution, which may have to be built into the application layer.



7 Conclusions

In this paper, we investigated the problems with current Web Information Extraction systems

as a solution to the information overloading problem. The Wiccap system has been proposed

as a new solution to enable ordinary users to extraction information from the web in a simple

and effective manner. The system has been designed with a three-layer architecture, dividing

the whole process into three sub-processes – information modeling, extraction and presentation.

A set of tools have been implemented to automate and facilitate the three sub-processes. A data

model has also been proposed to enable the information from the web to be viewed from their

logical structure.
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